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The Unnatural Racial Naturalism Quayshawn Spencer Abstract. In the recent article, “Against the New Racial Naturalism”, Adam Hochman (2013, 332) argues that new racial naturalists have been too hasty in their racial interpretation of genetic clustering results of human populations. While Hochman makes a number of good points, the purpose of this paper is to show that Hochman’s attack on new racial naturalists is misguided due to his definition of ‘racial naturalism’. Thus, I will show that Hochman’s critique is merely a consequence of an unnatural interpretation of racial naturalism. 1. Introduction Adam Hochman has put forth a challenge to “racial naturalists” by arguing that the “new racial naturalism” inspired by recent population genetics is “too hasty” (Hochman 2013, 331, 332). Hochman goes on to argue that, in fact, recent genetic clustering results are “entirely consistent with social constructionism” (Hochman 2013, 351). While I agree with Hochman’s second claim, I disagree with his first. I agree that racial constructionism is compatible with races having “biological correlates” (Hochman 2013, 334). In fact, if racial constructionism is just the view that race is a social construct, and if it’s possible for biologically real entities to be socially constructed (e.g. ant colonies, human populations, etc.), then not only is racial constructionism compatible with races having biological correlates, but it is compatible with race being a biologically real entity.1 With that said, I disagree that racial naturalism based on recent genetic clustering results is too hasty.



1



See Outlaw (1996), Kitcher (1999), Kendig (2011), and Spencer (2013) for defenses of race as



both a biological reality and a social construct. 1



I disagree because racial naturalists are under no obligation to show that human races are subspecies just in order to show that race is biologically real. I will argue for my position by disambiguating the three race debates that Hochman’s interlocutors are engaging in, and then by showing that in none of these race debates must a racial naturalist argue that “humans can be nonarbitrarily divided into subspecies” as Hochman (2013, 351) claims. Thus, the result will be that Hochman’s attack on racial naturalism is more borne out of an unnatural interpretation of racial naturalism than anything else. I will begin by summarizing Hochman’s argument. Then I will defend my claim that racial naturalists need not show that humans have subspecies. After this I will respond to one major objection. Last, I will provide conclusive remarks. 2. Hochman’s Argument Against the New Racial Naturalism Hochman (2013, 332) begins his critique by stipulating that “Racial naturalism is the view that humans can be divided into subspecies.” Hochman (2013, 331-332) says that this view is something that “Scientists have presumed,” in addition to some philosophers. Next, Hochman (2013, 332-333) distinguishes between “genetic naturalism about race” and other forms of “racial naturalism”. The former is unique insofar as it attempts to defend racial naturalism using results from population geneticists showing that human populations can be genetically clustered into a nested hierarchy.2 It is this subset of racial naturalists that Hochman (2013, 340) calls “new race naturalists” and to whom he aims his critique. From these definitions, it is easy to see that Hochman’s first premise is the following:
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See, especially, the genetic clustering studies done by Noah Rosenberg et al. (2002; 2005). 2



(1) If genetic clusters of human populations are not subspecies, then “[new] Race naturalists have been too hasty in their racial interpretation of genetic clusters” (Hochman 2013, 332). Unsurprisingly, Hochman’s (2013, 349) next step is to show that “the clusters [new] race naturalists appeal to do not represent subspecies.” Hochman does this by articulating four conditions, that I will call ‘(a)-(d)’, that he claims any classification of subspecies must have in a certain combination—namely, (a), (b), and (c) or (d)—if it is going to be a “meaningful biological unit” (Hochman 2013, 347). So, Hochman’s second premise is the following: (2) Genetic clusters of human populations are subspecies only if (a), (b), and either (c) or (d) of the following hold: (a) “there should not be more difference in genetic diversity and structure within one cluster than between that cluster and another,” (b) “the number of clusters should not be arbitrary,” (c) the allele frequencies within a cluster should be relatively homogenous (not too clinal)”, and (d) “there should be a large jump in genetic difference between clusters” (e.g. Fst ≥ 0.25) (Hochman 2013, 347). Hochman’s next move is to show that “None of the above conditions hold in the human case” (Hochman 2013, 348). Thus, Hochman’s third premise is just: (3) None of (a)-(d) hold for genetic clusters of human populations. Clearly, (1)-(3) imply Hochman’s conclusion that new race naturalists have been too hasty in their racial interpretation of genetic clusters. But let us look into how Hochman defends his premises. I have already discussed how (1) is a consequence of Hochman’s definitions of ‘racial naturalism’ and ‘new racial naturalism’; definitions of which he claims have been adopted in the
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literature. But what about (2)? Hochman actually calls (a)-(d) ‘stipulations’.3 However, I think Hochman has a deeper reason for adopting them. I believe Hochman thinks that if subspecies is going to be a relevant category for population genetics, it is going to have to be a useful kind for representing genetic variation in a species. I believe this because all of Hochman’s complaints against using genetic cluster results to identify human subspecies are complaints about misrepresenting the genetic variation in our species. In fact, in a moment of clarity, Hochman says, “There is nothing about clustering studies which suggests that clustering (discrete grouping) is itself appropriate as a general representation of the genetic structure of human populations” (Hochman 2013, 349). Thus, for Hochman, if subspecies is supposed to be a useful classification for recording infraspecific genetic variation, (a), (c), and (d) arise as reasonable constraints on subspecies identification. As for (b), that’s just commonsense. No biological kind should have an arbitrary extension. Hochman defends (3) by critiquing the most cited genetic clustering studies done on human populations; those done by Noah Rosenberg et al. (2002; 2005). New racial naturalists, such as Hua Tang et al. (2005), have used Rosenberg et al. (2002; 2005)’s results to mount evidence in favor of racial naturalism. Rosenberg and his colleagues conducted two studies; an initial study, and a follow up study that demonstrated robustness. The initial study used a computer program called “Structure”, a statistical method called “AMOVA”, 377 genetic markers, 1,056 individuals, and 52 human populations that represented the geographic
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I say this because Hochman (2013, 347) says, “We can, however, stipulate some conditions that



would need to hold before seriously asking whether clusters represent meaningful biological units, such as subspecies.” 4



distribution of our species.4 The follow up study involved both Structure and AMOVA again, but this time, 993 genetic markers, 1,048 individuals, and 53 human populations reflecting the geographic distribution of our species. In both studies, the authors used Structure to divide our species into different partitions of individuals in order to figure out the different levels of populations in our species. Each partition was labeled ‘K’, and at least six partitions of populations were identified in our species. Furthermore, the results were robust. From the 2005 follow up study, it turned out that the nested hierarchy of populations could be reproduced if the number of genetic markers used was  50 and the number of individuals used was  250. The results that caught everyone’s attention were the following. First, some levels of genetic clustering corresponded nicely with certain folk racial classifications. For example, at K = 3, the clusters picked out Mongloids, Caucasoids, and Negroids. Furthermore, at K = 5, the clusters picked out current U.S. Census races: Sub-Saharan Africans (hereafter “Black Africans”), Caucasians, East Asians, Amerindians, and Oceanians. K = 6 was similar to K = 5, except it had a single Pakistani population (the Kalash) in a part all by itself. A second interesting result was that the level of populations with the highest among-part genetic variance ( 4



) was K = 5, which was 4.3  0.40 at 95% confidence (Rosenberg et al.



‘AMOVA’ is an acronym for “Analysis of MOlecular VAriance.”



It uses -statistics



(analogous to Wright’s F-statistics) to calculate multi-locus genetic variance among subpopulations of a larger population. Structure is a Bayesian method of genetic clustering. It sorts individuals into crisp or fuzzy clusters in such a way as to maximize the probability of obtaining the observed genotypes from individuals at a predefined level of clustering with K clusters. 5



2002, 2382). This last result seemed to support Risch et al.’s famous claim that “genetic differentiation is greatest when defined on a continental basis” (Risch et al. 2002, 3). Despite these promising results for racial naturalism, Hochman argues that the genetic clusters of human populations identified in Rosenberg et al. (2002; 2005), and in other similar genetic studies, do not satisfy any of (a)-(d). First, citing Ning Yu et al. (2002), Hochman (2013, 336, 349) points out that Black Africans house the most genetic diversity out of any “continental population”. In fact, according to Yu et al. (2002), Black African subpopulations are more genetically different than Black Africans and Eurasians. Specifically, Yu et al. (2002, 269) found that the average nucleotide diversity () for 50 autosomal noncoding DNA segments (with 146 single nucleotide polymorphisms, or “SNPs”) in 10 Black Africans (from 9 populations) was 0.115  0.016%, while  for the same DNA segments and SNPs between the same sample of Black Africans and 20 Eurasians (from 20 populations) was only 0.096  0.012%. The calculations were repeated using other autosomal and X-linked regions (Yu et al. 2002, 273). The result appeared to be robust that there is more genetic diversity in Black Africans than there is genetic distance between Black Africans and Eurasians. But this only shows that genetic clusters of human populations do not satisfy half of (a). Hochman (2013, 348) uses genetic clustering results from Sarah Tishkoff et al. (2009) to show that there is more genetic structure among Black African populations than among populations at any level of genetic clustering that Black Africans arise as a genetic cluster. But before I discuss Tishkoff et al.’s results, I should stop and quickly clarify something. It is important to note that ‘genetic diversity’, ‘genetic distance’, and ‘genetic structure’ are noninterchangeable technical terms for Hochman that (roughly) correspond to what Jonathan Kaplan



6



and Rasmus Winther (2013) have called “genetic diversity”, “genetic differentiation”, and “genetic heterozygosity”, respectively, which are three distinct ways of measuring genetic variation. According to Kaplan and Winther (2013, 404), genetic diversity is “a measure of how heterogeneous a system is [genetically].” So, for example,  would be a good example of a measure of genetic diversity.5 In contrast, genetic differentiation is “a measure of how different two things are [genetically],” and is exemplified by genetic distance calculations, such as Fst genetic distance (Kaplan and Winther 2013, 404). Finally, genetic heterozygosity is “a measure of the fraction of heterozygotes (as opposed to homozygotes) in a population,” and is exemplified by Sewell Wright’s F-statistics or the -statistics of AMOVA (Kaplan and Winther 2013, 405). With that clarification behind us, we can return to Tishkoff et al.’s results. Tishkoff et al. (2009) used Structure, principle component analysis (or “PCA”),6 1,327 genetic markers, 3,945 individuals, and 181 human populations from all across the globe. Using Tishkoff et al.’s results, Hochman points out that Africans have an incredible amount of genetic structure. Tishkoff et al. (2009) identified 14 genetic clusters of African populations (including Afro-Americans). Just as interesting is that when looking at the worldwide sample, Tishkoff et al. (2009, 1038) found that at K ≥ 4, Black Africans split into different clusters! For example, at K = 5, the clusters were Caucasoids, Mongloids, Western and Central Africans (including Afro-



5



 is defined as “the number of nucleotide differences between two randomly chosen sequences



in a population” (Yu et al. 2002, 270). 6



PCA is a method of genetic clustering that uses genetic distance to sort individuals into



clusters. 7



Americans), Eastern Africans, and the Hadza people of Tanzania.7 Just from looking at these results, it is no wonder why Hochman concluded that genetic clusters of human populations do not satisfy (a). As for (b), Hochman (2013, 348) claims that there is a “grain-of-resolution problem” insofar as there is no “principled reason” for calling one collection of genetic clusters of human populations “races” and not the rest. For example, we might be tempted to call K = 5 ‘races’ in Rosenberg et al.’s studies because it matches current U.S. Census racial groups. However, according to Hochman (2013, 348), the “chosen number” should not simply reflect a “folk assumption” since such a move would be an arbitrary reason for designating each cluster a subspecies. Hochman (2013, 349) demonstrates that genetic clusters of human populations do not satisfy (c) by showing that—and as Rosenberg et al. (2005, 668) admit—most genetic variation in Homo sapiens ( 75%) is clinal (as measured by pairwise Fst genetic distance), while ~ 2% of genetic variation is clustered.



Because of this, Hochman (2013, 351) calls the genetic



clusteredness in humans “shallow cuts” and “scratches” as opposed to anything that has “biological significance”. Finally, Hochman shows that genetic clusters of human populations do not satisfy (d). This was relatively easy because Rosenberg et al. (2002, 2381) admit that genetic variation among regions only accounts for 3-5% of total human genetic variation. Furthermore, the 7



Saharan Africans were split between Caucasoids and Eastern Africans. South Africans were



split as well. About half clustered with Western and Central Africans, while the other half was split between mostly Caucasoids and West and Central Africans. See Tishkoff et al. (2009, 1038). 8



value for all K-levels, as already mentioned, was only 4.3  0.4. But Hochman (2013,



highest



340) also points out that genetic clusters of human populations routinely have low Fst values, from 0.05 to 0.15, which is below the conventional lower limit of 0.25 for subspecies identification.8 So, that is Hochman’s argument against new racial naturalism. The question now is whether it succeeds. My view is that it does not. And the reason is because (1) is simply not true.9 3. Why All the Talk about Subspecies? Crucial to Hochman’s argument is his definition of ‘racial naturalism’ as ‘the view that humans can be divided into subspecies’. Hochman claims that this is just how racial naturalists characterize their view in the literature.10 But this is not true. While some racial naturalists argue that humans have subspecies, one would be hard pressed to find a racial naturalist who equates a biological view of race with the view that humans have subspecies. Furthermore, no new racial naturalist tries to use genetic clustering results of human populations as evidence that humans have subspecies. Thus, Hochman is imposing a definition of ‘racial naturalism’ onto his opponents that his opponents do not actually adopt. To see that Hochman is imposing an
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I should clarify that F-statistics (e.g. Fst) are single-locus measures of genetic heterozygosity,



while the -statistics of AMOVA (e.g. 9



) are multi-locus measures of genetic heterozygosity.



While I think that both (2) and (3) are not true as well, I will stick to critiquing just (1) in this



paper. 10



In section 3, I will use ‘racial naturalism’, ‘racial naturalist’, ‘new racial naturalism’, and ‘new



racial naturalist’ as merely tags for their extensions in order to question whether Hochman has defined these terms correctly. 9



artificial definition of ‘racial naturalism’, all we need to do is look at who his interlocutors are and how they understand “racial naturalism”. Hochman (2013, 333) names Robin Andreasen, Philip Kitcher, Massimo Pigliucci, and Jonathan Kaplan as examples of racial naturalists; though not new racial naturalists. Furthermore, Hochman (2013, 337, 338, 343, 346) directly responds to racial naturalist arguments from Jeffry Mitton, A.W.F. Edwards, Neven Sesardic, Neil Risch and his colleagues, and Armand Leroi. However, no one on this list defines ‘racial naturalism’ in the way that Hochman asserts. Furthermore, some people on this list have never even attempted to show that humans have subspecies. Let me be specific. While Andreasen (1998, 218) has defended a “cladistic subspecies” view of race, she defines biological realism about race as either the view that “biology vindicates our commonsense notions of race” or that there is a “biologically objective” way to “divide humans into races.” Next, Kitcher (1999) never called his theory of race a theory about ‘subspecies’. Instead, Kitcher argued for races as special sorts of “inbred lineages” in Homo sapiens.11 Furthermore, if any two people do not belong on this list they are Pigliucci and Kaplan (2003), because their whole position is that human biological races are best understood as “ecotypes”, not subspecies. What about the rest? 11



One might think that Kitcher defines ‘races’ as subspecies because in his definition of ‘race’



he requires that “the distinctive phenotypes” of races are maintained by “incipient isolating mechanisms” when previously separated races are brought back together (Kitcher 1999, 97). However, the fact that incipient isolating mechanisms are keeping two populations from interbreeding does not imply that those two populations are subspecies.



They could, for



example, merely be on their way to becoming subspecies. 10



While Hochman initially names Edwards a ‘racial naturalist’, he retracts this designation after realizing that Edwards never actually argues for the existence of human subspecies. We can see this when Hochman (2013, 343) says, “Edwards is not, according to my definition, a fully fledged race naturalist.” Furthermore, Jeffry Mitton has never argued for the existence of subspecies in humans. In the paper Hochman cites, which is Mitton (1977), Mitton’s main goal was to critique Lewontin’s method for estimating genetic variation among and within human races. In fact, even after Mitton (1977, 210) identifies “substantial [genetic] differentiation between races,” he says, “although the resulting differentiation need not necessarily justify any taxonomic status (Brown and Wilson 1956) it may be very real and significant.” So, Mitton deliberately distances his realism about race from any subspecies interpretation by acknowledging E.O. Wilson and W.L. Brown’s famous critique of the subspecies category. Armand Leroi is not interested in showing that humans have subspecies either. The paper that Hochman cites of Leroi, which is Leroi (2005), was merely aimed at clarifying Lewontin’s fallacy and at demonstrating how “race matters” in the study of “genetic structure”. As for Neil Risch and his colleagues, they have never been interested in showing that humans have subspecies, but rather, just in showing that folk races in the U.S. are useful genetic clusters for biomedical research.12 Then there is Sesardic.



While Sesardic (2010, 148) has said that biologists and



philosophers should explore whether humans have subspecies, he does not limit biological realism about race to a subspecies interpretation. Eventually, Hochman (2013, 350) recognizes Sesardic’s real goal of merely suggesting that race is not “biologically meaningless.” So, (1) is not true because it could be the case that genetic clusters of human populations are not 12



See Risch et al. (2002) and Tang et al. (2005). 11



subspecies and false that new racial naturalists have been too hasty in their racial interpretation of genetic clusters—namely, if new racial naturalists are attempting to show that genetic cluster research supports a biological classification of race besides subspecies. To be fair, Hochman has some doubts about whether he has accurately characterized the racial naturalist’s position. For example, in his conclusion Hochman (2013, 349-350) says, “It is less clear how to charitably characterize the claims of the new race naturalists. Is it their view that “race” has some genetic correlate, or do they defend a stronger claim? If race naturalism is to challenge social constructionism, the latter needs to be true.” But instead of staying neutral on the specific content of racial naturalism, Hochman (2013, 350) goes on to say, “Race naturalists need to tell us why “racial” classifications pick out subspecies, rather than more superficial groupings.” But why do racial naturalists need to make such a bold ontological claim? Racial naturalists could defend a view intermediate to “race has some genetic correlate” and “racial classifications pick out subspecies,” and still succeed in challenging (pure) racial constructionists. Furthermore, this is exactly what racial naturalists do. To see why, it will be useful to disambiguate the three race debates that Hochman’s interlocutors are engaging in. From a careful look at Kitcher’s theory of race, one will find that he is interested in the nature and reality of race as understood by current ordinary folk in the U.S. We can see this because Kitcher (1999, 99) appeals to recent data on interracial marriage rates among “U.S. Census” races in order to support his view that American races are “inbred lineages”. For clarity, let me call the race debate that Kitcher is engaging in the philosophical race debate. The philosophical race debate is popular mostly among philosophers of race, but it also attracts



12



philosophers of biology, biologists, and anthropologists, as well as other humanists and social scientists.13 From a closer look at Neil Risch et al.’s theory of race, we can see that they are interested in the utility of race in biomedical research and clinical practice, as race is understood by current ordinary folk in the U.S. This is apparent because Risch et al. (2002, 1, 5) repeatedly appeal to “self-identified race” in “the United States”, as well as “the US Census”, to defend “the validity of racial/ethnic categories for biomedical and genetic research.” Suppose we call the race debate that Risch et al. are engaging in the biomedical race debate. The biomedical race debate is most popular among medical scientists, but it has also attracted philosophers of biology, other biologists, anthropologists (esp. medical anthropologists), and social scientists. Finally, consider Pigliucci and Kaplan’s work on race. They are clearly interested in biologists’ notions of race, and, in particular, whether any concepts of race among biologists can be used to identify “biologically meaningful human races” (Pigliucci and Kaplan 2003, 1161). Suppose we call the race debate that Pigliucci and Kaplan are engaging in the biological race debate. The biological race debate is primarily of interest to philosophers of biology, biologists, and biological anthropologists.14 Now that I have disambiguated the three race debates that Hochman’s interlocutors are engaging in, we are now in a position to “charitably characterize the claims of the new race naturalist.” A new racial naturalist in the philosophical race debate is a person who uses genetic 13



For example, Pigliucci and Kaplan (2003) have participated in the philosophical race debate as



well. 14



Andreasen and Mitton have also participated in the biological race debate. It is unclear



whether Edwards and Leroi are participating in the biological or the philosophical race debate. 13



clusters of human populations to argue that race, as understood by current ordinary folk in the U.S., is biologically real. A new racial naturalist in the biomedical race debate is a person who uses genetic clusters of human populations to argue that race, as understood by current ordinary folk in the U.S., is useful in biomedical research and clinical practice. A new racial naturalist in the biological race debate is a person who uses genetic clusters of human populations to argue that humans can be divided into biological races according to a concept of race in use among professional biologists. From the above definitions it is clear to see that new racial naturalists are not obligated to defend the existence of human subspecies. This fact explains why no new racial naturalist (e.g. Neven Sesardic, Neil Risch, Hua Tang, etc.) actually defends Hochman’s version of new racial naturalism. This fact also means that Hochman’s critique of new racial naturalism is misguided. 4. Is Hochman’s Critique Still Relevant? Even though Hochman’s critique of new racial naturalism is misguided, one might wonder whether his basic concerns are still legitimate concerns for new racial naturalists. After all, if the biological theories of race that new racial naturalists are generating do not satisfy (a)(d), this still seems to be a problem. For one, Hochman (2013, 347) technically says that (a)-(d) should hold for “clusters” of human populations if they are to be “meaningful biological units”, not just subspecies.



But also, it is hard to imagine how a new racial naturalist in any



aforementioned race debate could defend a biological theory of race without his or her classification of race satisfying (a)-(d).



For instance, it boggles the mind how race, as



understood in the U.S., can be biologically real if, as Yu et al. (2002) show, there is more genetic diversity among Black African populations than there is genetic difference between Black
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Africans and Eurasians, and if, as Tishkoff et al. (2009) show, Black African does not even arise as a genetic cluster at K ≥ 4. This is a very good objection, but it is not devastating. All that we need to answer it is some creativity and further scrutiny of Hochman’s argument. First, suppose we are engaging in the philosophical race debate. Then, a racial naturalist can solve Hochman’s “grain-of-resolution problem” with ease because the racial level of genetic clusters of human populations is just the level that corresponds to what ordinary folk in the U.S. mean by ‘race’; which according to the results of Rosenberg et al. (2002; 2005) is K = 5. As for (a), (c), and (d), it will be best to see how to deal with them by using an example of a biological theory of race that a new racial naturalist could adopt. Suppose we have enough evidence to identify K = 5 genetic clusters of human populations an actual partition of human populations. Let’s call this human population partition ‘B’. Then B is not necessarily a level of human subspecies, but it is a legitimate biological entity because it is important for explaining the genetic structure that arises in humans at K = 5 that cannot be accounted for by geographic distance alone.15 In that case, while B would not necessarily satisfy criteria (c) and (d), it is completely unnecessary that it does in order to be a “meaningful biological unit” because it is a valid biological entity that is useful for explaining cryptic genetic structure in the human species. The above example shows that it is unnecessary for clusters of populations to be useful for representing genetic variation in a species in order to be meaningful biological units, for they could be useful for understanding population structure. In other words, population genetics is about more than genetics, it is also about populations. 15



As such, the end goal of genetic



Rosenberg et al. (2005, 668) calculate that the inter-cluster genetic variation at K = 5 that



cannot be explained by geographic distance is 1.53% of the total genetic variation at K = 5. 15



clustering need not be to better understand genetic variation; it could be to better understand population structure. Keeping this in mind, a racial naturalist could respond to (a), (c), and (d) in the following way. First, with respect to (c), it does not matter if human genetic variation is mostly clinal if some of it is clustered, since that clusteredness needs to be explained. Furthermore, the best explanation of genetic clusteredness at K = 5 in humans appears to be that there is non-random mating going on that corresponds to a human population partition. Thus, the “shallow cuts” and “scratches” in human genetic variation are not trivial; they are important for understanding human population structure. Second, with respect to (d), jumps in genetic distance need not be large (e.g. Fst ≥ 0.25) among two or more clusters of populations in order for them to be meaningful biological units because that need not be the case in order for them to be populations in a particular population partition. The mistake with (d) is that it focuses too much on overall genetic distance when relevant genetic distance is what matters. Many evolutionary forces can cause genetic distance (i.e. drift, selection, isolation, mutation, and recombination). However, only genetic distance ultimately caused by isolation is relevant for identifying population structure, which may not be much in comparison to overall genetic distance. This is why, while Sewell Wright designated Fst ≥ 0.25 as “very great” genetic differentiation and Fst ≤ 0.05 as “little” genetic differentiation, he warned that “differentiation is by no means negligible if FST is as small as 0.05 or even less” (Wright 1978). As for (a), genetic distance (or structure) need not be greater among two or more clusters of populations than genetic diversity (or structure) is within any cluster of the set because, again, this condition need not hold in order to have population structure. In fact, Yu et al.’s results are



16



exactly what we should expect for Homo sapiens. Since our species has spent much more time in Africa (≥ 140,000 years) than it has outside of Africa (≤ 60,000 years), our species has had a long time to develop a considerable amount of genetic diversity and genetic structure in Africa (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 2003, 270). Given this historical reality, we should not expect to find as much genetic diversity or genetic structure outside Africa as we find inside Africa. This, of course, does not imply that humans do not have population structure along (roughly) continental boundaries, since Black Africans, on average, could still be more likely to mate with other Black Africans than with non-(Black Africans). With that said, Tishkoff et al.’s results are concerning because we should expect B to arise at K = 5 if B is a human population partition. However, once one examines Tishkoff et al.’s sampling scheme, one will find that Tishkoff et al.’s results are non-threatening to Rosenberg et al.’s results. This is because Tishkoff et al. (2009) dramatically oversample African ethnic groups. African ethnic groups make up 65.1% of Tishkoff et al.’s sample, even though African ethnic groups make up just 30.2% of human ethnic groups.16 Combined with the known fact that most K = 5 human genetic variation lies within parts, not among them, it is unsurprising that a study that greatly oversamples one major geographic region will find that its ethnic groups split into different genetic clusters at K = 5. In fact, Tishkoff et al.’s result is not unique. Friedlaender et al. (2008) sample human populations in such a way that Oceanian ethnic groups make up 48.6% of the sample, even though Oceanian ethnic groups make up just 18.5% of human ethnic groups.17 At K = 5, Friedlaender et al. (2008, 178) find that the partition
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This estimate is from http://ethnologue.com/statistics.
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This estimate is also from http://ethnologue.com/statistics. 17



consists of Caucasians, non-Oceanian Mongloids, Black Africans, and two distinct clusters of Oceanians! Of course, neither Tishkoff et al.’s nor Friedlaender et al.’s results conflict with the standard result that K = 5 human genetic clusters are Amerindians, Black Africans, Caucasians, East Asians, and Oceanians, because their samples of human ethnic groups are not appropriate for identifying worldwide human population structure. Rather, these samples are appropriate for studying African population structure and Oceanian population structure, respectively. 5. Conclusion The goal of this paper was to show that Hochman’s attack on new racial naturalism was misguided due to his definition of ‘racial naturalism’. In order to accomplish this goal, I summarized Hochman’s argument and his defense for each of his premises. Next, I showed that Hochman’s definition of ‘racial naturalism’ misrepresented his opponents’ ontological position. Then, I identified three distinct race debates that Hochman’s interlocutors are engaging in and clarified what ‘racial naturalism’ means in each race debate as further evidence that Hochman’s definition of ‘racial naturalism’ is artificial. Finally, I responded to a major objection to my critique. While there are certainly further concerns one can have about new racial naturalism, the point I hope I have made is that new racial naturalists are not being hasty just because they have not shown that humans have subspecies.
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